2012, Feb 11

Saturday History Call

Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: Paid up for 2 weeks ago; need $??? for last week, $300 for this week
● A listener supported radio call – let's do this!!!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.
● Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
T&R:

Website:
www.2013rainbowroundtable.com – scroll down to donate section
● Whatever is donated here is used first to pay the BBS radio bill.
● Rest of Feb. rent [$120] paid by Occupy Santa Fe
● Bills due: Monday $60, $90 Thursday + some extra for gas
● Food taken care of thanks to their friends at the Sikh temple
● Outstanding car repair bill : $650: ET's Auto Repair: would like to gather $100 for this
● Can trade with T & R for readings by Mother Sekhmet
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061

Hard News:

888-429-5471 Toll free no for CA and US;
530 – 513-6472
530-413- 9537

R: re story about what we are seeing now: Iran, Syria, US, Israel
Camp Loveway: played an old video of Terrence McKenna and Ram Dass, 1984-5: discussing the lining up,
the situation called Iran and the cosmic dance we are seeing called 2012
● Rama is witnessing, listening and things are not what they appear to be: we have been fed a line
of bull that is so huge about the people of Iran, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and other countries:
● also has to do with the Mahdi showing up: the essence of the Cosmic Christ
● Teran brought the story up to date about Occupy movement and Arab Spring, and the 99% saying
you will not longer tell us that we will worship at your feet: we the people have the power and if
you don't like it, there is the door – which is open, and they are leaving – intergalactic war
criminals and they are being dealt with at this time
● There's a hidden story going on which is not longer hidden: divine rights for ALL species – in the time
since he [Teran] was in school, very few pieces shared
● Teran and his wife, Bear, could look at history books in the '60s and see items that are not
there now: taken out after Reagan came in – Repubs have created what is going on now
● There have been 15-30 attempts on Obama's life in the last while; a person from Uzbekistan
almost killed Obama on Tuesday this week
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● This atmosphere of racial hatred goes so deep – we had better take a look at issues in this
country before we go out preaching to others. The racial tension is at a fever pitch – as we are to
have landings and full disclosure have to drop R A C E
1865 Adam Smith
● Nephilim Abraham was a shepherd pharoh; he was a pure annunaki who volunteered to be
hybridized and introduced his gene code to the planet by having sex with the gods of men
● The Eqyptians were interveners too; so the story is hybridized too: not about Mormon, abut
about Egypt and Mother;
● now we have a hybrid running around thinking he will be pres, but the hierarchy want Chris
Christie – they are holding on with their teeth: making something out of the conspiracy to be a
catholic church hater – he has put it on the insurance company to pay for any woman's
contraceptive medication – they don't want to hear it
● Teran and Bear brought up the idea of the original birth control -Stephen Gascoigne and ?/ - a
book about natural birth control and devices which enable you to find out if you are ovulating
● They brought up a lot about how to bring the country back on track and save this country means
bombing Iran back to the stone age:
● Ahmadinejad spoke in Iran saying they will be revealing what they will be doing – they have 12
nukes which they could use if they wanted, but would be stopped by Ashtar Command
● Israel also: Netanyahou has been told to stand down, but pays no attention; Ashtar would be in
Right Left and Centre: Robert Sheer – this is a war against Obama, concerning the fact that religious
right hate him – it's race! If we are to have first contact, R A C E has to be dropped.
● If we can get to the point of honouring all people for who they are: our DNA strands are
connected to the particles – then we can discuss how to heal each other and forget the cancer talk
of hate.
MR: she has sent something by Foster Gamble who directed the Thrive Movie
● about what is going on with Iran and so forth; Iran is negotiating with other countries about
trading, not trading with US dollars
● Be aware of the false flag stuff – this happened around Iraq, it was only about Money
Audio: Follow the money by Foster Gamble
● He watches network news because they have instantaneous access
But he thinks in terms of sub-titles and what IS REALLY GOING ON
● Not true that Ahmadinejad was talking at the UN about smashing Israel – only asking for
regime change in Israel and US
● Iran is beginning to trade oil for gold, and China
● Saddam Hussein talked about trading oil for gold and shortly after he said this, he was
invaded
The problem: Iran will too dangerous with a nuclear bomb
2nd problem: Iran undermining the international community in economic policy
Next:
when there is a problem, a false flag event will be attached.
● Straits of Hormuz – a US ship had 3 reactors on it; they could use it to get into war with
Iran
● Fear on part of US citizens that gas prices will rise
Solution:
Invade Iran, undermine and justify taking over their oil and trade routes
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What can we do?

Audio:

● Translate news you see into what you think is truth
● Share this blog and have people see Thrive, the movie
● Get informed about false flag events
● Protest against any who run for office on basis of war against anyone

Amy Goodman – Democracy Now
Funding for F A A
Former CIA director Michael Hayden criticizes Obama for use of drone
program [HILLARY did every one of these things]
Egyptian officials cancelled a meeting with US – Jay Carney is speaking
Sam LaHood will be tried

This is the interview between Amy and Patrick Seale:
http://www.democracynow.org/2012/2/7/a_struggle_for_regional_supremacy_syria
A Struggle for Regional Supremacy: Syria Conflict Escalates as World Powers Debate Assad’s Future

February 07, 2012 | Story
Syria is seeing some of the worst violence of the 11-month uprising against Bashar al-Assad amid an
ongoing international standoff over how to respond. Assad’s forces have launched what appears to be
one of their fiercest assaults on the flashpoint city of Homs to date. Both the United States and Britain
have closed their embassies in the Syrian capital of Damascus and withdrawn diplomatic personnel,
citing safety fears. As the crisis escalates, Russia and China are facing criticism for blocking a U.N.
Security Council resolution backed by the United States and Arab League calling for a political
transition in Syria. To discuss the situation in Syria, we’re joined by Patrick Seale, a leading British
writer on the Middle East and author of "Asad: The Struggle for the Middle East." "It’s at least a twoor possibly a three-stage crisis. Internally in Syria, the situation is getting worse by the day," Seale says.
"At a higher level, there is a struggle between the United States, on the one hand, and its allies, and its
opponents like Russia and China... Then there’s a third level, possibly, of Arab Gulf states like Qatar,
for example, even Saudi Arabia behind it, who are obsessed and worried by Iran, and they think that
Iran might stir up Shia communities in the region." [includes rush transcript]
Filed under Syria, Middle East, Author Interviews, Arab Spring

Part 2: 'Who Killed Che? How the CIA Got Away with Murder':
New Book Ties Johnson Admin to Che Death
Michael Ratner and Michael Steven Smith are the co-authors of a new book about the U.S. role in the
killing of Cuban revolutionary, Ernesto "Che" Guevara. Born in Argentina in 1928, Che rose to
international prominence as one of the key leaders of the 1959 Cuban Revolution that overthrew U.S.backed dictator Fulgencio Batista. After a period in the new Cuban government leadership, Che aimed
to spark revolutionary activity internationally. On October 8, 1967, he was captured by Bolivian troops
working with the CIA. He was executed one day later. In their book, Who Killed Che?, Ratner and
Smith draw on previously unpublished U.S. government documents to argue the CIA played a critical
role in the killing. The authors also discuss the early life of the revolutionary hero, as documented by
his own diaries.
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Click here for Part 1 of this interview.
Feb 7, 1962 was the beginning of the embargo against Cuba – full spectrum embargo that is still here
USA has squeezed Cuba and continues to do so
AUDIO: Indigenous People and American Government
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=An_GX9iIJzc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YLmNNRKYv4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&feature=endscreen&v=k3Zw2sJmN1I
Presented by: Ali Mohammed Bey, a Moor – Freedom 101
LDS professors and scientists – from College of East Utah
TempleoftheRemnant.ning.com [on the last screen of the 3rd segment]
● Don't get rights from the constitution – already have them
if you want to break people's consciousness, you break their history
America BC – a book
● people like Indians are not original indigenous people of America: indigenous does not
deal with a geographical region, but means original people who are there by nature:
● can find out who is indigenous people by looking at DNA – white people who get skin
cancer have something wrong with them
● shows a picture of the people of the black sun – Annunaki
The Star in the West – book
● telling us the bible is the story of the most ancient lineage on the earth: Israelites / Osirus
● A European who served in the US gov't from 1774-1786; he translated the original Septuigent
in Philadelphia and this translation is different from the King James Version; he knew that . . .
● 285 BC the old Testament was written down in Egypt – under Ptolmy Phildelphus [source of name
for city of Philadelphia] and that was for 18th Dynasty – called the family of Amran in the
Koran – Noah or Nu,
● prior to that, no bible, just traditions!
● Moses writing down the books is a lie; Hebrew was not a language when the bible was
supposed to have been written
● 3,500 yr old mummy of Abraham exists in museum in Egypt
Music: Bruce Springsteen
Jimmy Cliff
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Astrology:
Richard
4 planets close together: Saturn, Chiron, pluto & ? - Saturn is the anchor of the 3D matrix
the energies of the 4 are being relayed to Saturn for manifestation and maintenance
We will get:
● Sun is source and spirit of local area solar system
● Mercury is sun's #1 assistant and works on mental plane – in Aquarius, thought,
telepathy, transfer of data – it's electrical
● will go from this frequency – Neptune is now in Pisces, no longer Aquarius
● How to look at this change in frequency: Neptune is channel of divine wisdom and
is working through early Pisces energy, we have an open channel for a different
wisdom conversation, which will be Piscean in nature: shift from electrical air
Aquarius to feminine magnetic Pisces
● On one hand, Pisces brings in high levels of idealism – channel open for ideas,
ethical ideals, should be getting wisdom downloads; Chiron is involved so we are all
getting healed
● Mercury conjunct Neptune on Tuesday - before Mercury gets into Pisces, it does a trine
with ?
● Last Wednesday, Venus went into Aries, conjuncted Uranus on the 9 th – lots of divine will
between now and 21st – new moon – these will be the driving characters
for last couple of years, as a solar system, have been on the edge of the Galactic Plane
● now, we are going above the galactic Plane and now will get a different view of Galactic Centre
coming out of the field – as we get above we get a cleaner path between our solar system and
Galactic Centre
now should be able to do the planning: going to new moon, can complete our plans that were
instituted at new moon on Jan 23rd
Next week should be OK – will have another sign change – sun goes into Pisces on the 19 th the 2 days before the new moon and the week after will be an adjustment phase
R: about plates shifting: has heard something about techtonic plates shifting and it's helping earth adjust
to closer orbit with the sun
RI: the person Siberia moves south to the equator – on the other hand, it might go over the poles to
Canada and as Canada moves to the equator, will get a giant land mass in the temperate zone – what is the
time frame? Who knows – Mother earth's timelines are different than humanity
T: change for humanity to uplift itself
RI: if we are fractals of the one true source, then all of us as fractal parts will be doing the same process
as Mother earth, as we are all ascending together
Audio: Thom Hartmann

The Reactionary Mind: Conservatism from Edmund Burke to Sarah Palin
By Corey Robin
Conservatives will often will try to change the direction of history, not so much stop it: they want to make
it less equal, less free
Hobbes was the first one to understand that the reason that mass movements had triumphed was because
the old way – to beat the left, you sometimes have to borrow from the left
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T: William Buckley had a part to play in the assassination of JFK, Sr.
Modern conservatives seem to be more about w
Robin: what has made conservatism so strange is its defence of hierarchy and
In terms of modern movement: a Utopian vision of US governing the planet was the neo-con
movement of 2nd bush presidency
today, the con movement has succeeded primary goal was to roll back the welfare state, to stop
the feminist movement and ?/ - but not the gay rights one. It seems like a bankrupt
movement because it has done what it had to do – Corey thinks it's on the downward spiral
Occupy Wall Street is the beginning of something – it is uncertain of what it wants to do – until it
becomes a formidable power and start legislating won't see any kind of push back in
conservatism [needed to make it grow and change]
Reading: Shambhala – Agharti
1920s New age gangsters Guided by Ethereal Clowns
Reading: Anthropology 2012/hyperorean-dravidian-homeland-and.html
refuge of Atlantis and ..the arctic homeland of the Vedas?

[SEE BELOW]
[SEE BELOW]

Conference Call:
Reading: The Signs of Christ
what is Agni Yoga society – the reappearance of the Christ by Alice Bailey
and Christ the Avatar of ?? love by V
prologue and a couple of chapters – about avatars coming to the earth when the people cry and long for
change
[watching a program about The evolution of a change in Gov't – something on Dish network Denmark was involved with getting the Germans to the US as well as the Thyessens [bankers???]
−

A COMPENDIUM OF MATERIAL, BAILEY IS ONE OF THE WRITERS

Audio: William Henry on Red Ice Creations - 2nd hour

Closing:
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SHAMBHALA - AGHARTI

http://www.goetia-girls.com/occultarticles_zn.html
1920’S NEW-AGE GANGSTERS GUIDED BY ETHEREAL CLOWNS:
The 1920’s was a prior Hippie era of cyclic wild release and abandonment after the first World War, which had
given birth to many a technological wonder, whence there was those whom sought out other spiritual
perspectives so as to answer their ever burning questions why there had been such carnage not long before. One
such individual was the Russian explorer, Ferdinand Ossendowski, whom travelled extensively throughout
Mongolia and Central Asia. His extensive travels and colourful experiences were recorded in his tome of work
entitled ‘Beasts, Men and Gods’, which first published in English in 1922. Ossendowski relates a remarkable
story that was imparted to him concerning a subterranean kingdom which constitutes an inner Earth of
Underworld that was known of by the Asian Buddhist Lamas as Agharti. The Science Fiction writer Lafayette
Ronald Hubbard (1911–1986) also extensively travelled throughout Central Asia just as Ossendowski did to later
forge the Scientology movement with its Angels made as Extraterrestrial Aliens. Central Asia does have an affect
upon people at differing times such as Alexandra David Neel, Helena Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey whose prior
tourist of a Poet Aristeas (7th century BCE) journeyed from out of ancient Greece to get as far as Mongolia
whom was seeking out the birth place of Apollo whom was said to have originally come from out of
Hyperborea.

RUSSIAN PROPHETS PROPHESYING BUT STILL SOUNDING LIKE IMPRINTED XTIAN
REVELATIONS:
Ossendowski was informed that the entrance into the Agharti subterranean underworld was a cave which was
marked out by the inscription “This is the gate to Agharti”. Another Russian explorer, Nicholas Roerich,
comments upon this curious matter within his book, Abode of Light (1947): “Among the innumerable legends
and fairytales of various countries may be found the tales of lost tribes or subterranean dwellers. In wide and
diverse directions, people are speaking of identical facts. But in correlating them you can readily see that these
are but chapters from the one story. At first it seems impossible that there should exist any connection between
these distorted whispers, but afterwards you begin to grasp a peculiar coincidence in these manifold legends by
people who are even ignorant of each other’s names. You recognize the same relationship in the folklore of
Tibet, Mongolia, China, Turkestan, Kashmir, Persia, Altai, Siberia, the Urals, Caucasia, the Russian steppes,
Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, France, Germany….” However, there is a connection between these numerous
peoples, which many to have missed apart from perhaps Mircea Eliade (1907–1986) who was a Romanian
historian of religion whom noticed similar Religious concepts between differing cultures. Many of these peoples
from Tibet, Mongolia, China, through to Hungary and Germany etc prior to the ascendancy of Christianity had
similar Shamanist beliefs whose interconnected symbolism is quite apparent to also indicate a probable source
from whence their shared Shamanist cosmologies had originally emanated.

STIRRING MYTHS DO STIR PEOPLE:
In his fascinating and informative book The Lost World of Agharti (1982) the author, Alec MacLennan, goes into
considerable detail in regards to the worldwide ramifications of many a Myth concerning the subterranean
kingdom. MacLenan writes that there may well be a number of cavernous openings upon various parts of the
globe which in effect are portals into an inner earth domain. This is well known of in Shamanist belief, but such
a Shamanic understanding is not what many a literalist Researcher would be able to fathom unless they have
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some personal experience of Shamanic techniques. MacLenan locates one such entrance within the remote West
Riding of Yorkshire, England, and others have been reported, in particular, throughout various parts of the
Americas. As Alec MacLennan to say: “Taking the legend in its most basic form, Agharti is said to be a
mysterious underground kingdom situated somewhere beneath Asia and linked to the other continents of the
world by a gigantic network of tunnels. These passageways, partly natural formations and partly the handiwork
of the race which created the subterranean nation, provide a means of communication between all the points, and
have done so since time immemorial. According to the legend, vast lengths of the tunnels still exist today; the
rest have been destroyed by cataclysms. The exact location of these passages, and the means of entry, are said to
be known only to certain high initiates, and the details are most carefully guarded because the kingdom itself is a
vast storehouse of secret knowledge. These manuscripts are claimed to be the works of the lost Atlantean
civilization and of an even earlier people who were the first intelligent beings to inhabit the earth.” However,
Plato was a tricky fellow when he to have written about Atlantis in his work of the ‘Republic’, for he was highly
versed in symbolic logic and coded words and around at a time when certain memories were still fresh to a
degree to remember a Great Flood, which perhaps refers to the one washing over the Altai region of Southern
Siberia that present Geologists now perceive as the biggest flood in Human memory. It is also the region of the
Altai that Roerich let alone others consider Agharti and Shambhala to be situated and not far away one to also
find the oldest and deepest freshwater lake in the world at whose exact midst is Olkhon Island, which Plato may
have referred to as Atlantis for Siberia, is also Apollo’s abode of Hyperborea remembering Tunguska.

TUNNELLED CONNECTIONS THAT MOST DO NOT SEE YET THERE FOR ALL TO SEE:
In an autobiographical volume entitled My Joyful Life, Charles James Cutcliffe-Hyne (1865-1944) whom lived
in the West Riding of Yorkshire, England, provides the following interesting information: “In South America I
heard tell that there were enormous tunnels that traverse the continent, ultimately linking with this forbidden
place. More curious still, there was similar talk in Europe, and even some old people in the West Riding knew
the story and believe there to be entrances through their own caves. The kingdom was said to be called Agharti.”
There does indeed appear to be interconnections from one tunnelled myth to another remembered, which to point
to a centre of influence for the peoples of the Altai region to lake Baikal are of the original ancestral gene pool
from whence the Eurasian, North-Chinese and Native Americans stem as well as that of some of the European
peoples whom no doubt long ago were forced to migrate far and wide across Steppe and Bering-straits after a
‘Catastrophe’.

MEMORIES DEEP DOWN DEEPER ANCESTRAL OF HELIX:
One to find in tome entitled: The Subterranean World (1960), by the author Dr. Raymond Bernard whom states:
“Throughout the Buddhist world of the Far East, belief in the existence of a Subterranean World, which is given
the name Agharti, is universal and is an integral part of the Buddhist faith.…Buddhist traditions state that
Agharti was first colonised many thousands of years ago when a holy man led a tribe which disappeared
underground.” Underground into deep ancestral memory perhaps…

1920’S NEW-AGE THEOSOPHIST MISFIT RACIAL MYTHS INSPIRING FUEHRER:
Within the book Shambhala: In Search of a New Era, Roerich hinted at a similarity between Shambhala and
Thule, of hidden land, which was perceived to be at the North Pole of Hyperborean myth, which had later
inspired a number of Occult practitioners whom supported the National Socialist Regime in their quest for such a
secret land. He also mentioned the association of Shambhala with the underground city of Agharti (Agarthi),
which was reached through innumerable snaking tunnels that wound their way under the Himalayas. It was said
that the inhabitants of Agharti would emerge at the “Time of Purification.” In her Collected Letters (1935 –
1936), Helena Roerich pointed out that Saint-Yves d’Alveidre had mistakenly identified Shambhala with
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Agharti.
NAZIS GOING UNDERWORLD HITTING BRICK WALL FALLING AROUND OF ARYAN HEAD
ROLLING:
Similar to Theosophist Alice A. Bailey’s (1880–1949) claims of the connection between Hitler and the quest for
Shambhala, several post-war studies on Nazism and the Occult have asserted that the Nazis sent expeditions to
Tibet whom it was said sought out the aid of those denizens residing in Shambhala and Agharti in order to carry
out their Master Plan. Bailey, however, only mentioned Shambhala in regards to the Nazi connection to mention
nothing about Agharti. These accounts, communicate that the masters of Shambhala refused to assist the Nazi
expeditions, but the adepts of Agharti agreed and returned with them to Germany. Moreover, they attribute the
Nazi search for occult support in Tibet to those beliefs put forward by Karl Haushofer and the Thule Society.
Haushofer was the founder of the Vril Society in association with the Thule Society who was said to be the
major influence on Hitler’s Occult philosophy. The Thule and Vril Societies combined beliefs from various
sources to synthesise around their Aryan White-Supremacist ideals.

HOLLOW EARTH BIRTHING NOT SO NEW-AGE FLYING SAUCER REPTILIANS
WEARING TURBANS:
Shamballa was perceived to be associated with the Crown Chakra of ancient Hindu Yogic practice while Agharti
is mostly referred to as being an ‘Underworld’ Kingdom that many of so called New-Age perspective now
associates with the Hollow Earth Myth entwined with UFO’s let alone extraterrestrial Reptilians residing within
underground bases; such a perspective is merely a continuance of racialist driven Nazi orchestrated mythology.
The energy associated with Agharti was termed as being ‘Vril’ while the energy associated with Shamballa is
‘Agni’, which means Fire. However Agharti represents the Back of ones Head where one to find ones
Cerebellum while the Shambhala association with ones crown of skull refers to the Cerebrum to Light up by
‘Agni’, which is that of the internal ‘Illumination’ of the Bio-Photon emanating from within the Mitochondria of
each and every Cell passed down from Mother to Child. Vril of literary construct is in actual fact based upon the
Hindu Yogic term of ‘Shakti’, which is perceived to be a Feminine energy and again associated with the
Mitochondria. Shakti is perceived as being a power, which creates all forms and hence that of Maya-illusion for
Maya is perceived to be of Feminine quality.

QUANTUM BRAIN TECHNOLOGY OF UP AND DOWN SHIFT SHAMANIST:
Agharti of Cerebellum is the headquarters of ones Autonomic Nervous system whose main Nerve centre is
situated within ones Reptilian-Brain-Stem, which determines ones states of awareness and controls Dream-states
and Trance depth. Shambhala of Crown and that of Cerebrum is the headquarters of the Central-Nervous-System
whose main Nerve fibres are situated in the Chest of ones ‘Heart’ area, which determines what one to ‘Tune’ into
of reality as well as to act as a filtering system. It is said that the King of the World resides in Shamballa whence
one to find ones Central Cortex of Throne betwixt and between the Hemispheres of ones Shambhala Cerebrum
while the Pineal-Gland of vestigial Amphibian ‘Third Eye’ is to be found atop of the Reptilian-Brain-Stem
between the Cerebellum Hemispheres. Ones Body but especially ones Head was symbolised as a
Pyramid/Ziggurat and that of the Cosmic Mountain through whose centre interpenetrated the ‘World-Tree’ of
ones Spinal Column.

TEMPLAR ILLUMINATI WAGNARIAN CHRISTIANS:
Jocelyn Godwin, in Arktos, The Polar Myth in Science, Symbolism and Nazi Survival (1993), identified Agni
power with Vril. Vril is the perceived psychokinetic power protected by the inhabitants of Thule, which the
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Nazis tried to obtain so as to aid their Aryan Super-race agenda. But this is all mere Myth making to make the
knot ever more convoluted of disinformation. Many researchers to have perceived the Nazi’s reviving Pagan
beliefs, but the Researchers quaintly forget that such beliefs had long ago been lost in their near entirety and
what little had survived was written down by biased medieval Christian Monks to have left out what they
considered dangerous to their faith and hence later made somewhat Christian of underlying emphasis by RoundTable Templar orientated Right-Wing-Christian Wagnarians hating Judas. The fact of the matter is this… the
Nazi regime was Right-Wing Christian who desired to be the Chosen Race just as the Hebrews considered them
selves to be whereby the National-Socialists merely utilised the same philosophy, but of course there could only
be one Super-race of mythological focus, which invariably led to the Holocaust. The term Vril for example is
actually a literary construct, which was utilised in the novel entitled ‘The Coming Race’ that was reprinted as
Vril: The Power of the Coming Race. The novel was written by Edward Bulwer-Lytton, which was published in
1870. The Coming Race is an early example of science fiction, sometimes cited as the first of its genre.
However, many early readers believed that its account of a superior subterranean master race and that of their
manipulation of an energy called Vril was that of an accurate account, to such an extent that some Theosophists
accepted the book as truth; this in turn influenced the Nazi regimes Occult leanings but such has only been
perceived since the 1960’s, which has grown into a conspiracy theory about a secret Vril-Society.
WHEN TO PUT A PUZZLE BACK TOGETHER ONE HAS TO UNDERSTAND THE PIECES FIRST:
Due to the fact that the Elder traditions of Europe have been systematically eradicated by the ascendancy of
Centralist Christianity much has been lost in understanding; an analogy would be that of a group of individuals
finding remnants of a Quantum Computer, whom have forgotten about such a technology since the civilisation
that wrought it has long since passed away. Such individuals would no doubt weave many a colourful Myth
around their discovery to even war over their deluded beliefs but never to really know what they have actually
found unless of course they were shown a working version of a Quantum Computer and how to utilise it, which
in fact be that of their own befuddled Brains.

SHAMANIC TRANCE AND DREAM ENGINEERING OF ELDER TECHNOLOGY, WHICH
IF ONE DESIRES TO TRULY KNOW, FIND OUT FOR ONES OWN SELF:
The experience of self-induced Trance and deep Lucid Dream Ingress induces certain experiences where one
feels as if ones Consciousness to either Shift above ones Cerebrum Head Shamballa to travel through a tunnel
into the star hewn void or to fall backwards towards the Back of ones Head Agharti and beyond into the depths
of the Earth. The experiences can be somewhat Earth shattering to those who do not know of such an ability
which is usually the primary province of the Shaman. When one shifts above the Head via Conscious Dreaming
one to find that ones Dreams become far brighter of Bio-Photon Light quality, whose colours are scintillatingly
vivid of Shamballa ethereal hue whence one to thereby understand what ‘Agni’ symbolises. As ones
Consciousness shifts to the Agharti Back of the Head the Bio-Photon Light quality is dimmer of hue whose
Colours are far more Earthy whereby one to understand what is meant by ‘Vril’ but more accurately that of
‘Shakti’ for such Dreams are far more physical of experience.

WEAVING SYNCHRONICITY TO LIFT MAYA’S BIO-PHOTON RAINBOW VEILS:
When one to experience such deep Dreams one will also encounter other forms of Intelligence for one is
consciously accessing the Informational Quantum realms underlying all ‘Matter’. In Shamanist practice the
Underworld of Subterranean kingdom is where one can tap into ones deepest ancestral memories whose
innumerable Domains of Time are interlinked by Information Tunnels, which one could construe as being MiniWormholes that give the semblance of one Travelling into the depths of the Earth. At an initial level one merely
to have normal Dreams of veil, which to reflect back everyday concerns but when to go deeper one will discover
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another reality amidst many another of Alternate. One will also find that when one consciously activates certain
symbolic stimuli within ones Microcosmic Dreams such will set up Macrocosmic Synchronicities of associative
symbolic concordance wherefore one to discover that one can manipulate Maya-Space-Time. The Shift to the
Back of the Head Agharti generates the experience of ‘Space’ while the Shift above the Head Shambhala
generates the experience of ‘Time’. When to experience a Synchronicity it is very much the case of being at the
Right ‘Place’ of 'Memory' at the Right ‘Time’ of 'Thought' whose Lemniscate of bridge be ones Associative
'Imagination'.

THE TRUTH BE FAR STRANGER THAN FICTION:
The Mythology of Shambhala and Agharti was originally derived from Siberian Shamanistic practice, whence
one to then understand where Thule of once hidden land of one time Hyperborea be under Northern Magnetic
Pole, which is once again shifting over Siberia. It is from this Hyperborean realm that the Altaic/Mongolian
‘Odqan’ to have originally come from whose name to mean ‘Fire-King’, (Fire/Agni) who later became the Norse
Shaman deity Odin Trance hanging upon World-Tree that the Saxon’s named Woden while the Germani called
him Wotan to thence become merry Santa Claus of Christmas Tree while J.R.R Tolkein made Woden into
Gandalf. The eldest Rune stones of Scandinavia are very difficult to interpret when using old Norse but as soon
as one uses the language of the one time Shamanist Turkic Steppe Nomads out of Siberia so as to read the Runes
they then to reveal their Secrets. The ancient Greeks to have their Apollo who came out of Hyperborea with his
twin Sister Artemis and it was Apollo who gifted the Double-Helix of interwoven Caduceus to Hermes while
Hermes offered Apollo his ‘Seven’ stringed Lyre that Plato merrily played.
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http://frontiers-of-anthropology.blogspot.com/2012/01/hyperborean-dravidian-homeland-and.html

Thursday, January 5, 2012
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Deluge of Atlantis

The Hyperborean Dravidian Homeland and the Arctic Origin of the Vedas
Uralic Languages Today
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Hyperborian Origin of the Vedas and Veddahs
The Hyperborean Dravidian homeland
For me this had a couple of different starting points. One was a realization that the Russian
Mesolithic was actually an Epipaleolithic Reindeer-herding culture possibly carrying on with
the independent basket-marked-pottery tradition, but also that the people were basically
persisting Cro-Magnons there AND that the Russian Microlithic industry was the probable
source of the Indian microlithic-Mesolithic cultures by way of Central Asia. The Indian
Microlithic was flourishing right up until the Indus Civilization began to take over. The other
matter was that Charles Hapgood had mentioned literature on the theory of a Polar Paradise
and the Arctic origfin of the Vedas. There is actually quite a large literature on this, and one
source is on the internet and easily accessible in several variant formats:
http://www.vaidilute.com/books/tilak/tilak-13.html
And I quote from the Chapter 13 summary there:
CHAPTER XIII
THE BEARING OF OUR RESULTS ON THE HISTORY OF PRIMITIVE
ARYAN CULTURE AND RELIGION
Proofs of the theory of the Arctic home summed up — They clearly indicate a Polar home, but the
exact spot in the Arctic regions, that is, north of Europe or Asia, still undeterminable — An Arctic
home possible only in inter-Glacial times according to geology — Ancient Vedic chronology and
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calendar examined — The interval between the commencement of the Post-Glacial era and the Orion
period cannot, according to it, be so great as 80,000 years — Supported by the moderate estimate of the
American geologists — Purâṇic chronology of yugas, manvantaras and kalpas — Rangâchârya’s and
Aiyer’s views thereon — Later Purâṇic system evolved out of an original cycle of four yugas of
[totalling]10,000 years, since the last deluge — The theory of “divine years” unknown to Manu and
Vyâsa — Adopted by later writers who could not believe that they lived in the Kṛita age — The original
tradition of 10,000 years since the last deluge fully in accord with Vedic chronology — And also with
the American estimate of 8,000 B.C. for the beginning of the Post-Glacial period — All prove the
existence of a Polar Aryan home before 8,000 B.C. — Trustworthiness of the ancient traditions and the
method of preserving them — The theory of the Polar origin of the whole human race not inconsistent
with the theory of the Arctic Aryan home — Current views regarding primitive Aryan culture and
religion examined — Primitive Aryan man and his civilization cannot now be treated as Post-Glacial
— Certain destruction of the primeval civilization and culture by the Ice Age — Short-comings or
defects in the civilization of the Neolithic Aryan races in Europe must, therefore, be ascribed to a
postdiluvian relapse into barbarism — Life and calendar in the inter-Glacial Arctic home — Devayâna
and Pitriyâna and the deities worshipped during the period — The ancient sacrifices of the Aryan race
— The degree of civilization reached by the undivided Aryans in their Arctic home — The results of
Comparative Philology stated — The civilization disclosed by them must be taken to be the minimum
or the lowest, that can be predicated of the undivided Aryans — The culture of the undivided Aryans
higher than the culture of the Stone or the Metal age — Use of metal coins among them highly
probable — Beginnings of the Aryan language, or the differentiation of human races according to color
or language still untraceable — The origin of Aryan man and religion lost in geological antiquity —
Theological views regarding the origin and character of the Vedas summarized — Differently
supported by writers on the different schools of philosophy — Patanjali’s and Vyâsa’s view that the
Vedas were lost in the last deluge and repromulgated in substance, if not in form, at the beginning of
the new age — The four periods into which the Post-Glacial era may be divided on astronomical
grounds — Compared with the characteristics of the four yugas given in the Aitareya Brâhmaṇa —
Theological and historical views regarding the origin &c. of the Vedas stated in parallel columns and
compared — Vedic texts, showing that the subject matter of the hymns is ancient though the language
may be new, cited — Vedic deities and their exploits all said to be ancient — Improbability of Dr.
Muir’s suggested reconciliation — Vedas, or rather Vedic religion, shown to be inter-Glacial in
substance though post-Glacial in form — Concluding remarks.
--Now if the evidence is true as presented, we are not only just talking a cold climate such as we
might find in the Himalayas closer to India, we are talking a very high latitude and at least some
experience of conditions actually within the Arctic Circle. Such that even the Scythians on the
Russian Steppes would not have gone far enough. We are talking the extreme Northern part of
Asia, the area that Herodutus called Hyperboria. That seems to correspond to the territory of the
Uralic peoples as shown on the map. Then a solution presented itself to me which, while entirely
unorthodox, solves the problem very well: The Vedas are not originally Aryan. They are
Dravidian and transmitted through the Indus valley culture, and from the Dravidian origins up
in Uralic Territory. Furthermore it seems the Uralic Reindeer-herders might even have had a
knowledge of horses in those remote days. The references to reindeer in the original would
doubtless later be translated as cows The Dravidian Indus texts would have been copied over
again later by Satem-Indo-European scribes and here we have the exact same situation as we
have in Mesopotamia when the original Sumerian texts were all copied out into Semitic
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translations by the Akkadians, ancestors of the Assyrians.
<><><><><><><><><><>

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urheimat
Urheimat (a German compound of Ur- "primitive, original" and Heimat "home, homeland"; German
pronunciation:[ˈʔuːɐ̯ˌhaɪmaːt], English: /ˈʊərhaɪmɑːt/) is a linguistic term denoting the original homeland
of the speakers of a proto-language. The homelands of many, but not all, major language families are
summarized in this article.
Dravidian homeland
The Dravidian languages have been found mainly in South India since at least the second century BCE
(inscriptions, ed. I. Mahadevan 2003). It is, however, a widely held hypothesis that Dravidian speakers may have
been more widespread throughout India, including the northwest region[2] before the arrival of Indo-European
speakers. A map showing where Dravidian languages are spoken today appears to the left.
Historical records suggest that the South Dravidian language group had separated from a Proto-Dravidian
language no later than 700 BCE, linguistic evidence suggests that they probably became distinctive around 1,100
BCE, and some scholars using linguistic methods put the deepest divisions in the language group at roughly
3,000 BCE.[3] Russian linguist M.S. Andronov puts the split between Tamil (a written Southern Dravidian
language) and Telugu (a written Central Dravidian language) at 1,500 BCE to 1,000 BCE.[4]
Southworth identifies late Proto-Dravidian with the Southern Neolithic culture in the lower Godavari River basin
of South Central India, which first appeared ca. 2,500 BCE, based upon its agricultural vocabulary, while noting
that this "would not preclude the possibility that speakers of an earlier stage of Dravidian entered the
subcontinent from western or central Asia, as has often been suggested."[5]
Speculations regarding the original homeland have centered on the Indus Valley Civilization, or on Elam, whose
language was spoken in the hills to the east of the ancient Sumerian civilization with whom the Indus Valley
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Civilization traded and shared domesticated species) in an Elamo-Dravidian hypothesis, but results have not
been convincing. The possibility that the language family is indigenous to the Dravidian area and is a truly
isolated genetic unit has also not been ruled out.
Prof. Asko Parpola (University of Helsinki), the Jesuit priest Father Heras in the 1930s and other scholars (such
as Indian and early Tamil expert Iravatham Mahadevan and Prof. Walter A. Fairservis Jr.) conclude that the Indus
sign system represented an ancient Dravidian language, a view that they assume is supported by Tamil artifacts
discovered in 2006.[6] Thus, in Parpola's view, the urheimat of Dravidian would be in the Indus River Valley.
However, Harvard Indologist Michael Witzel takes the view that has received serious academic consideration
(ca. 2004), which is critical of an Indus Valley Civilization Dravidian homeland and of the widely held view that
the inscriptions of the Indus Valley Civilization even constitute a written language.[7] In the essay "Substrate
Languages in Old Indo-Aryan" (with RV in this context referring to Rigvedic, i.e. Indo-Aryan), Witzel says "As
we can no longer reckon with Dravidian influence on the early RV, this means that the language of the preRigvedic Indus civilization, at least in the Panjab, was of (Para-) Austro-Asiatic nature." There are no written
examples of Austro-Asiatic languages being spoken further west than Central India during the recent historical
era (i. e., in the era for which we have written records).
Recent studies of the distribution of alleles on the Y chromosome,[8] microsatellite DNA,[9] and mitochondrial
DNA[10] in India have cast doubt for a biological Dravidian "race" distinct from non-Dravidians in the Indian
subcontinent;[11] other recent genetic studies have found evidence of Aryan, Dravidian and pre-Dravidian
(original Asian) strata in South Asian populations.[12] Geneticist Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza proposes that a
Dravidian people were preceded in India by Austro-Asiatic people, and were present prior to the arrival of IndoAryan language speakers in India.[This is actually the standard viewpoint-DD] [13]

Uralic homeland

The Uralic homeland is unknown. A possible locus is the Comb Ceramic Culture of ca 4200 – ca 2000
BC (shown on the map to the right in purple). This is suggested by the high language diversity around
the middle Volga River, where three highly distinct branches of the Uralic family, Mordvinic, Mari, and
Permic, are located. Reconstructed plant and animal names (including spruce, Siberian pine, Siberian
Fir, Siberian larch, brittle willow, elm, and hedgehog) are consistent with this location. This is adjacent
to the proposed homeland for Proto-Indo-European under the Kurgan hypothesis.
French anthropologist Bernard Sergent, in La Genèse de l'Inde (1997),[14] argued that Finno-Ugric
(Uralic) may have a genetic source or have borrowed significantly from proto-Dravidian or a
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predecessor language of West African origins. Some linguists see Uralic (Hungarian, Finnish) as
having a linguistic relationship to both Altaic (Turkic, Mongol) language groups[15] (as in the
outdated Ural-Altaic hypothesis) and Dravidian languages. The theory that the Dravidian
languages display similarities with the Uralic language group, suggesting a prolonged period of
contact in the past,[16] is popular amongst Dravidian linguists and has been supported by a
number of scholars, including Robert Caldwell,[17] Thomas Burrow,[18] Kamil Zvelebil,[19] and
Mikhail Andronov[20] This theory has, however, been rejected by some specialists in Uralic
languages,[21] and has in recent times also been criticised by other Dravidian linguists like Bhadriraju
Krishnamurti.[22]
[Emphasis added by Dale D.]
As noted below, many notable linguists have proposed that the Eskimo-Aleut languages and Uralic languages
have a common origin, although there is not a consensus that this connection is genuine.
1. ^ Herwig Wolfram, Die Germanen, Beck (1999).
2. ^ "Dravidian languages." Encyclopædia Britannica. 2008. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 5 June 2008
3. ^ Bhadriraju Krishnamurti, The Dravidian Languages (2003) reviewed at
http://www.hinduonnet.com/fline/fl2022/stories/20031107000807300.htm
4. ^ Moorti, Etukoori Balaraama in Andhra Samkshipta Charitra, Proto-Dravidian Study of Dravidian
Linguistics and Civilization http://lists.hcs.harvard.edu/mailman/listinfo/proto-dravidian
5. ^ F.C. Southworth, "Proto-Dravidian Agriculture" (2006) http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/~fsouth/ProtoDravidianAgriculture.pdf
6. ^ Asko Parpola, Introduction to Study of the Indus Script,
http://www.harappa.com/script/indusscript.html
7. ^ Witzel, Michael (2004). "Substrate Languages in Old Indo-Aryan" http://harappa.com/
8. ^ Sahoo, S.; Singh, A; Himabindu, G; Banerjee, J; Sitalaximi, T; Gaikwad, S; Trivedi, R; Endicott, P et
al. (2006), "A prehistory of Indian Y chromosomes: Evaluating demic diffusion scenarios", Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences 103 (4): 843–8, Bibcode 2006PNAS..103..843S,
doi:10.1073/pnas.0507714103, PMC 1347984, PMID 16415161,
http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&artid=1347984
9. ^ Sengupta, S; Zhivotovsky, LA; King, R; Mehdi, SQ; Edmonds, CA; Chow, CE; Lin, AA; Mitra, M et
al. (2006), "Polarity and temporality of high-resolution y-chromosome distributions in India identify
both indigenous and exogenous expansions and reveal minor genetic influence of Central Asian
pastoralists.", American journal of human genetics 78 (2): 202–21, doi:10.1086/499411, PMC 1380230,
PMID 16400607, http://www.pubmedcentral.nih.gov/articlerender.fcgi?tool=pmcentrez&artid=1380230
10.^ Sharma, Swarkar; Saha, Anjana; Rai, Ekta; Bhat, Audesh; Bamezai, Ramesh (2005), "Human mtDNA
hypervariable regions, HVR I and II, hint at deep common maternal founder and subsequent maternal
gene flow in Indian population groups", Journal of Human Genetics 50 (10): 497–506,
doi:10.1007/s10038-005-0284-2, PMID 16205836
11.^ Human Genome Diversity Project
12.^ Majumder, Partha P. (2010), "The Human Genetic History of South Asia", Current Biology 20 (4):
R184–7, doi:10.1016/j.cub.2009.11.053, PMID 20178765
13.^ Cavalli-Sforza, "The History and Geography of Human Genes" (1994)[page needed]
14.^ Sergent, Bernard Sergent, La Genèse de l'Inde (Paris, Payot, 1997) chapter (pp. 45–84) on "Dravidians
and Melano-Indians" translated from French by Visuvalingam, Sunthar.
http://www.svabhinava.org/AITvsOIT/Sergent-AfroDravidian-frame.php
15.^ "Dravidian languages." Encyclopædia Britannica. 2008. Encyclopædia Britannica Online. 30 Jun.
2008
16.^ Tyler, Stephen (1968), "Dravidian and Uralian: the lexical evidence", Language 44 (4): 798–812,
doi:10.2307/411899.
17.^ Webb, Edward (1860), "Evidences of the Scythian Affinities of the Dravidian Languages, Condensed
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and Arranged from Rev. R. Caldwell's Comparative Dravidian Grammar", Journal of the American
Oriental Society 7: 271–298, doi:10.2307/592159.
18.^ Burrow, T. (1944), "Dravidian Studies IV: The Body in Dravidian and Uralian", Bulletin of the School
of Oriental and African Studies 11 (2): 328–356.
19.^ Zvelebil, Kamal (2006). Dravidian Languages. In Encyclopædia Britannica (DVD edition).
20.^ Andronov, Mikhail S. (1971), "Comparative Studies on the Nature of Dravidian-Uralian Parallels: A
Peep into the Prehistory of Language Families". Proceedings of the Second International Conference of
Tamil Studies Madras. 267–277.
21.^ Zvelebil, Kamal (1970), Comparative Dravidian Phonology Mouton, The Hauge. at p. 22 contains a
bibliography of articles supporting and opposing the theory
22.^ Krishnamurti, Bhadriraju (2003) The Dravidian Languages Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.
ISBN 0-521-77111-0 at p. 43.

More on the Polar Origin of the Vedas:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Arctic_Home_in_the_Vedas
The Arctic Home in the Vedas is a seminal work on the origin of Aryans presented by LokmanyaBal Gangadhar
Tilak, a mathematician turned astronomer, historian, journalist, philosopher and political leader of India during
1880 to 1920. It propounded the theory that North Pole was the original home of Aryans during pre-glacial
period which they had to leave due to the ice deluge around 8000 B.C. and had to migrate to the Northern parts
of Europe and Asia in search of lands for new settlements. In support to his theory Tilak has presented certain
Vedic hymns, Avestic passages, Vedic chronology and Vedic calendars with interpretations of the contents in
detail. The book was written at the end of 1898 but was first published in March 1903 in Pune.
............
 According to the latest geological evidence, the last Glacial period must have closed and Post-Glacial
must have commenced at about 10,000 years ago or 8,000 BC. There were at least two Glacial and one
Inter-Glacial period, and the geographical distribution of land and water on the earth during the InterGlacial period was quite different from what it is at present. It was the coming on of the Glacial age that
destroyed this genial climate and rendered the regions unsuited for the habitation of tropical plants and
animals.
 At North Pole one sees the heavenly dome above will seem to revolve round him like a potter’s wheel.
The stars will not rise and set but move round and round in horizontal planes during the long night of six
months. The Sun, when he is above the horizon for six months; would also appear to revolve in the same
way but with some difference. The Northern celestial hemisphere will alone be visible spinning round
and round and the Southern half remain invisible. The Sun going into the Northern hemisphere in his
annual course will appear as coming up from the South. Living in the temperate and tropical zones,
however, one sees all heavenly objects rise in the East and set in the West, some passing over the head,
others traveling obliquely.
 The long dawn of two months is a special and important characteristic of the North Pole. As we descend
southward, the splendor and the duration of the dawn will be witnessed on a less and less magnificent
scale. But the dawn occurring at the end of the long night of two, three or more months will still be
unusually long, often of several days duration.
 All these characteristics of Arctic home are clearly recorded in several Vedic hymns and Avestic
passages and they come to us sometimes as the description of the prevailing conditions or the day-to-day
experience or stories told by the earlier generation and sometimes as myths.
 [It is entirely possible that the Indo-Europeans heard about these things and passed the stories along, but
the original observations would have had to be made in the Uralic Homeland. Hence it looks like the
Vedas and Eddas have a common source with the Kalevala in the postglacial Asiatic Hyperboria-DD]
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Chronology of the Post-Glacial period

Tilak in his Study
 10,000 to 8000 BC – The Destruction of the original Arctic home by the last Ice Age and the
commencement of the post-Glacial period.
 8000 to 5000 BC – The age of migration from the original home. The survivors of the Aryan race
roamed over the northern parts of Europe and Asia in search of lands suitable for new settlements. Tilak
calls it as ‘Pre-Orion Period’.
 5000 to 3000 BC. - The Orion period, when the vernal equinox was in Orion. Many Vedic hymns can be
traced to the early part of this period and the bards of the race seem to have not yet forgotten the real
importance of the traditions of the Arctic home inherited by them. It was at this time that first attempts to
reform the calendar and the sacrificial system appear to have been systematically made.
 3000 to 1400 BC – The Krittika period, when the Vernal equinox was in Pleiades. The traditions about
the original Arctic home had grown dim by this time and very often misunderstood, making the Vedic
hymns more and more unintelligible.
 1400 to 500 BC – The Pre-Buddhistic period, when the Sutras and the Philosophical systems made their
appearance.[After Buddhism arose, mis once again spread Indic traditions over Central Asia]
Contents
The book has about 500 pages containing a Preface by the Author and thirteen chapters viz 1. ‘Prehistoric Times’
2. The Glacial Period 3. The Arctic Regions 4. The Night of the Gods 5.The Vedic Dawns 6. Long Day and Long
Night 7. Months and Seasons 8. The Cow’s Walk 9. Vedic Myths – The Captive Waters 10. Vedic Myths – The
Matutinal Deities 11. The Avestic Evidence 12. Comparative Mythology. 13. The Bearing of our Results on the
History of Primitive Aryan Culture and Religion. At the end, a General Index and Index of Vedic and Avestic
Passages are given.
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Evidence in Support of the Theory
1) Vedic Evidences
 Particulars of Hymns and Verses in ten Mandalas of Rigveda are given. For Exp. Hymn 1 Verse
2 Page 459.
 Particulars of Passages in Taittiriya Samhita are given. For Exp. Passage I, 3,9,2 Page 91.
 Particulars of Hymns in Vajasaneyi Samhita are given.
 Particulars of Sama Veda Samhita are given.
 Particulars of Atharva Veda Samhita are given.
 Particulars of Aitareya Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Kaushitaki Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Taittiriya Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Shatapatha Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Tandya Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Shadvimsha Brahmana are given.
 Particulars of Taittiriya Aranyaka are given.
 Particulars of Upanishads are given.
2) Avestic Evidences
 Particulars of Vendidad passages are given.
 Particulars of Yashts passages are given.
 Particulars of Yasna passages are given.

References
 ‘The Arctic Home in the Vedas’ by B.G.Tilak, Edition 1925.
 http://www.oration.com/~mm9n/articles/tilak.htm
 Arctic Home in Vedas PDF
Neolithic-age representations of horses and other animals, indicating probable domestication of horses
and reindeer in Russia. If so then the early Indo-europeans of the Kurgan culture got their horses from
the Uralics living nearby, possibly with some large exchanges of Folklore and beliefs. NB, I believe
Kurgan culture to represent Satem-Indo-Europeans and that the Centum-Speakers had already
separated from them.
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Very early Uralic cultures in European Russia, including range of Comb-pitted ware. The origins of the
Uralic peoples goes back into the days of the deglaciation since the Glacial Maximum at about 20000
years ago, on the shores of the inland sea that filled the Ob basin at the time, Glacial Lake Mansi. This
vast body of water acted as an insulator to warm up the surrounding areas and thus it could be quite
comfortable up to very high latitudes. This would go well with Tilak's investigations of the ancient
scriptures.

Comb-pitted potsherd
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Skulls from the Middle Volga region. These are a recognizable small/reduced-Cro-magnon type. There
are also larger and more rugged, and more round-headed types of skulls in the area.
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Forensic reconstruction sculptures of skulls from the middle Volga region, by the great Russian
restorationist G. G. Gerasimov. The woman above and the man below: there is a general resemblance to
some people still living in India today. Gerasimov did many of these and the range of features in this
population is remarkable. The area was evidently undergoing a great deal of ethnic mixing from diverse
sources at the time.
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